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Abstract—In this paper, we present a model for studying
aftershock sequences that integrates Coulomb static stress change
analysis, seismicity equations based on rate-state friction nucle-
ation of earthquakes, slip of geometrically complex faults, and
fractal-like, spatially heterogeneous models of crustal stress. In
addition to modeling instantaneous aftershock seismicity rate pat-
terns with initial clustering on the Coulomb stress increase areas
and an approximately 1/t diffusion back to the pre-mainshock
background seismicity, the simulations capture previously un-
modeled effects. These include production of a significant number
of aftershocks in the traditional Coulomb stress shadow zones and
temporal changes in aftershock focal mechanism statistics. The
occurrence of aftershock stress shadow zones arises from two
sources. The first source is spatially heterogeneous initial crustal
stress, and the second is slip on geometrically rough faults, which
produces localized positive Coulomb stress changes within the
traditional stress shadow zones. Temporal changes in simulated
aftershock focal mechanisms result in inferred stress rotations that
greatly exceed the true stress rotations due to the main shock, even
for a moderately strong crust (mean stress 50 MPa) when stress is
spatially heterogeneous. This arises from biased sampling of the
crustal stress by the synthetic aftershocks due to the non-linear
dependence of seismicity rates on stress changes. The model
indicates that one cannot use focal mechanism inversion rotations
to conclusively demonstrate low crustal strength (B10 MPa);
therefore, studies of crustal strength following a stress perturbation
may significantly underestimate the mean crustal stress state for
regions with spatially heterogeneous stress.
Key words: Stress heterogeneity, rate-state, fractal, after-
shock, Coulomb stress, crustal strength.
1. Introduction
We investigate aftershock sequences using simu-
lations that combine several features, namely: (1)
Coulomb static stress change analysis, (2) seismicity
equations based on rate-state friction nucleation of
earthquakes from DIETERICH (1994) and DIETERICH
et al. (2003), (3) slip on geometrically complex faults
as in DIETERICH and SMITH (2009), and (4) spatially
heterogeneous fault planes/slip directions based on a
model of fractal-like spatially variable initial stress
from SMITH (2006) and SMITH and HEATON (2010).
Our goal is to investigate previously unmodeled
effects of system heterogeneities on aftershock
sequences. The resulting model provides a unified
means to simulate the statistical characteristics of
aftershock focal mechanisms, including inferred
stress rotations, and to provide insights on the per-
sistent low-level occurrence of aftershocks in the
Coulomb stress ‘‘shadow zones’’ (regions where
Coulomb stress decreases).
Coulomb static stress change failure analysis has
been extensively used to study the spatial distribution
of aftershocks for moderate to large earthquakes
(DENG and SYKES, 1997a, b; HARDEBECK et al., 1998;
HARRIS and SIMPSON, 1996; HARRIS et al., 1995; KING
et al., 1994; OPPENHEIMER et al., 1988; REASENBERG
and SIMPSON, 1992; STEIN et al., 1994). In general, the
change of Coulomb stress due to fault slip in a
mainshock works well in explaining aftershock pat-
terns, but not perfectly. Depending upon the
individual mainshock, the performance of Coulomb
static stress triggering models can range from 50%
correlation, which is no better than random noise, to a
95% correlation, and with many reports around the
85% correlation level (DENG and SYKES, 1997a, b;
HARDEBECK et al., 1998).
Rate-state friction, as well as other mechanisms
(such as viscoelastic relaxation), has been used to
explain temporal changes in seismicity rate and
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migration of events (DIETERICH, 1994; POLLITZ and
SACKS, 2002; STEIN, 1999; STEIN et al., 1997; TODA
and STEIN, 2003; TODA et al., 1998). Our study
employs the earthquake rate formulation of DIETERICH
(1994) and DIETERICH et al. (2003), which is based on
time- and stress-dependent earthquake nucleation on
faults with rate- and state-dependent friction. The
formulation explains temporal features of after-
shocks, such as the Omori law decay in aftershock
seismicity rate, as consequences of Coulomb stress
changes; it provides a natural framework for inves-
tigation of the effects of heterogeneities on aftershock
processes.
Natural systems, which are inherently complex,
must be heterogeneous at some level. In our model,
stresses drive the aftershock process and determine
the orientations at which faults fail. Stress heteroge-
neity can arise through a variety of mechanisms,
including propagation of fault slip through geometric
complexities, rupture dynamics that creates highly
non-uniform slip, and inhomogeneous elastic struc-
ture. A variety of observations indicate that stress and
slip are spatially heterogeneous and possibly fractal
in nature (ANDREWS, 1980, 1981; BEN-ZION and
SAMMIS, 2003; HERRERO and BERNARD, 1994; LAVALLEE
and ARCHULETA, 2003; MAI and BEROZA, 2002;
MANIGHETTI et al., 2001, 2005). MCGILL and RUBIN
(1999) in particular, observed extreme changes in slip
over short distances for the Landers earthquake.
Borehole studies of stress orientation provide addi-
tional evidence that stress can be quite heterogeneous
(BARTON and ZOBACK, 1994; WILDE and STOCK, 1997).
Studies also indicate that stress heterogeneity is
wavelength dependent; namely, there is a greater
stress uniformity at short scales than at long scales.
Faults in nature are not geometrically planar
surfaces—faults have irregularities at all wave-
lengths and can be depicted approximately as
random fractal topographies (POWER and TULLIS,
1991; SCHOLZ and AVILES, 1986). Geometric inter-
actions from slip of faults with random fractal
roughness generate complex, high amplitude stress
patterns close to and along the fault (DIETERICH and
SMITH, 2009). While these stress concentrations die
off with distance, they may be the primary reason
for the characteristic high density of aftershocks
close to the fault in the traditional stress shadow
zone. An intriguing observation derives from ZO-
BACK and BEROZA (1993), who reported scattered
focal mechanism solutions for Loma Prieta after-
shocks, including left-lateral orientations on fault
planes parallel to the San Andreas. A plausible
explanation is that the stress was highly heteroge-
neous after the earthquake with short wavelength
pockets of high stress in random directions.
HELMSTETTER and SHAW (2006) modeled the effect
of a heterogeneous shear stress change on a plane for
aftershock rates in light of rate- and state-dependent
friction. Using two different, heterogeneous stress
formulations, they produced Omori law-like decay of
aftershocks and found that stress shadows are difficult
to see. In another study (HELMSTETTER and SHAW,
2009), they used a simple slider block system to
examine afterslip and aftershocks for a fault obeying
rate-state friction and found that stress heterogeneity,
as opposed to frictional heterogeneity, could explain
a variety of post-seismic phenomena.
In addition to heterogeneous stress changes at the
time of a mainshock, we assume the initial stress is
heterogeneous and produces heterogeneous fault
plane orientations on which aftershocks occur. To
generate a heterogeneous population of fault orien-
tations (and slip vectors) for aftershocks, we use a
representation of a heterogeneous stress field based
on SMITH (2006) and SMITH and HEATON (2010). The
spatially varying models of the full stress tensor
allowed Smith and Heaton to estimate best fitting
stochastic parameters for Southern California focal
mechanism data. Also, the model indicates earth-
quake failures are preferred for faults that are
optimally oriented with respect to stressing rate;
hence, stress inversions of focal mechanism data may
be biased as well.
The sample bias effect may bear directly on the
use of stress inversions of aftershock focal mech-
anisms to determine crustal stress properties, such
as crustal stress heterogeneity and crustal strength.
An implicit assumption in these studies is that the
Earth is a good random sampler of its stress state
when generating earthquakes; therefore, changes in
the stress inversion mean misfit angle, b, and
rotations of the inferred maximum horizontal
compressive stress, rH, from stress inversion of
aftershock sequences are assumed to represent true
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changes in stress (HARDEBECK and HAUKSSON, 2001;
HAUKSSON, 1994; PROVOST and HOUSTON, 2003;
RATCHKOVSKI, 2003; WOESSNER, 2005). These studies
used inferred rH rotations to constrain average
crustal stress and often estimate B10 MPa. How-
ever, if seismicity is a biased sampler of conditions
in the Earth, the inferred rH rotations could be
larger than the ‘‘true’’ rotation of the total stress
field, and the actual crustal stress could be much
larger than 10 MPa. This may explain the dis-
crepancy between estimates of crustal stress based
on stress rotation and estimates of C80 MPa from
independent measures of crustal strength, such as
borehole breakouts (HICKMAN and ZOBACK, 2004;
TOWNEND and ZOBACK, 2000, 2004; ZOBACK and
TOWNEND, 2001; ZOBACK et al., 1993). Previous
studies have proposed other potential sources of
error in stress inversions (ARNOLD and TOWNEND,
2007; LUND and TOWNEND, 2007; TOWNEND,
2006; TOWNEND and ZOBACK, 2001; WALSH et al.,
2008).
2. Rate- and State-dependent Friction
As with previous studies (STEIN, 1999; STEIN et al.,
1997; TODA and STEIN, 2003; TODA et al., 1998), we
use the seismicity rate formulation of DIETERICH
(1994) to model aftershock rates. This formulation is
based on rate- and state-dependent friction constitu-
tive representation of laboratory observations, which
can be written as








where s is shear stress, rn is normal stress, _d is slip
speed, and h is a state variable that depends on sliding
history and normal stress history. a, b, and l0 are
coefficients determined by experiment, and _d and h*
are normalizing constants.
This earthquake rate formulation employs solu-
tions for earthquake nucleation on faults with rate-
state friction (DIETERICH, 1992), and it provides a way
to represent seismicity. Earthquake rate is both time-
and stress-dependent and can be written in terms of







dt  cdS½ ; ð3Þ
where R is earthquake rate in some magnitude inter-
val, S = s - lrn is a Coulomb stress, _Sr and r are
reference values of the stressing rate and steady-state
earthquake rate, respectively, and c is a state variable
that evolves with time and stressing history. The
equations also give the characteristic Omori after-
shock decay law and predict that aftershock duration
is proportional to mainshock recurrence time. Also
see DIETERICH (2007) for a review and discussion of
the rate-state formulation and applications to seis-
micity modeling.
3. A Model of 3-D Spatially Varying Stress
Heterogeneity
To generate a system of temporally stationary
heterogeneous fault planes/slip directions, we use the
following model of spatially varying stress hetero-
geneity in 3-D (SMITH, 2006; SMITH and HEATON,
2010). Seismicity rates will be determined on these
fault planes/slip directions using rate-state friction.
SMITH (2006) is available online at http://etd.caltech.
edu/etd/available/etd-05252006-191203/.
SMITH (2006) and SMITH and HEATON (2010)
defined the initial stress as,
r0ðxÞ ¼ rB þ rHðxÞ; ð4Þ
where rB is a spatially uniform background stress that
is approximately equal to the spatial average of r0(x)
for the entire grid. rH(x) is the full 3-D heterogeneous
stress term with little to no spatial mean; i.e.,
rHðxÞ  r0ðxÞ  r0ðxÞ. This term, rH(x), is created
by filtering Gaussian noise in 3-D and then added to
rB to create r0(x). In generating the Gaussian noise,
SMITH and HEATON (2010) prescribed the off-diagonal
elements to have an expected mean/standard devia-
tion of (0, r) and the diagonal elements to have an







a 3-D filter is applied so the spatial amplitude
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spectrum of any component of stress along any line
bisecting the model is described by a power law,
~rH krð Þ kar ; ð5Þ
where kr is wave number. The parameter, a, is a
measure of the spatial correlation in the filtered het-
erogeneous stress term, rH(x). If a = 0.0, there is no
filtering, and as a increases, the spatial heterogeneity
becomes increasingly smoother and correlated
spatially.
Note, the only difference between the stress
model of SMITH (2006) and the stress model of SMITH
and HEATON (2010) arises from the methodology used
to create rH(x). Instead of starting with normally
distributed tensor components as described above,
SMITH (2006) started with normally distributed prin-
cipal stresses with a mean of zero and uniformly
distributed random orientations based on quaternion
mathematics. Wave number filtering is then applied
to the three principal stresses and to the stress tensor
orientation, represented by three angles (x,[h,/]),
where x is a total rotation angle about a rotation axis,
[h,/]. Both methodologies produce similar seismicity
statistics and biasing toward the stressing rate; how-
ever, for mathematical simplicity, we use the
methodology of SMITH and HEATON (2010) for this
paper in creating rH(x).
Once rH(x) has been filtered, its overall amplitude
is set relative to the spatially uniform, rB. This rela-
tive heterogeneity amplitude is described, using a
second statistical parameter, HR (Heterogeneity
Ratio), based on the deviatoric stresses, where
HR ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ






r0B : r0B ¼ r0B11
 2þ r0B22 2þ r0B33 2þ2 r0B12 2
þ 2 r0B23
 2þ2 r0B13 2 ð7Þ
and




r0H xið Þ : r0H xið Þ: ð8Þ
HR is analogous to a coefficient of correlation since it
computes a quantity that is like the standard deviation
of r00ðxÞ divided by its mean.
SMITH and HEATON (2010) and SMITH (2006)
compared statistics of synthetic focal mechanisms
from their 3-D spatially heterogeneous stress to the
statistics of real focal mechanisms from HARDEBECK
(2006) and Hardebeck’s SCEC catalog (HARDEBECK
and SHEARER, 2003) for Southern California to con-
strain a and HR. To create their synthetic focal
mechanism catalogs for comparison with real focal
mechanism data, Smith and Heaton added a stressing
rate, _rT ; from far-field plate tectonics and used a
plastic failure criterion to determine when points fail
within the simulation space. They varied the two
statistical parameters, a and HR, to create suites of
synthetic focal mechanisms’ catalogs with different
stochastic properties. SMITH and HEATON (2010)
undertook a five-parameter grid search (a, HR, eFM,
ehypo, L), which included the two statistical parame-
ters, a and HR, two simulated measurement error
parameters, focal mechanism angular uncertainty
(eFM) and location error (ehypo), and the outer-scale, L,
to find which set of parameters best reproduces real
focal mechanism statistics. Specifically, they calcu-
lated the average angular difference between pairs of
focal mechanisms as a function of distance for each
set of (a, HR, eFM, ehypo, L) and compared their results
to HARDEBECK (2006), with a best fit in the range of
(a = 0.7–0.8, HR = 2.25–2.5) (SMITH and HEATON,
2010). SMITH (2006), using a less rigorous inversion
technique and the slightly different stress model,
found comparable results. Smith and Heaton also
found their inverted parameters to be consistent with
mean misfit angle, b, statistics. Applying the stress
inversion program ‘‘slick’’ (MICHAEL, 1984, 1987) to
their synthetic focal mechanisms for (a = 0.8, HR =
2.375) and to Hardebeck’s A and B quality focal
mechanism data for Southern California (HARDEBECK
and SHEARER, 2003), they found the mean misfit angle
statistics between their simulated data and Southern
California data to be compatible.
Figure 1 shows a 1-D cross section of filtered
synthetic stress using (a = 0.7, HR = 2.5), which are
the heterogeneous stress parameters for the models in
this paper. In Fig. 1, all the components of rB equal
zero except r12
B = 0. A random rH(x) is filtered with
a = 0.7, then added to rB, where the relative
amplitudes are specified by HR = 2.5 to create r0(x).
r0(x) is scaled so that 200 MPa C r12
0 (x) C
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-200 MPa, and then r12
0 (x) is plotted. This model of
stress heterogeneity produces great spatial variability
in shear stress over the scale of 50–100 km; however,
over the scale of 1–5 km, the stress is relatively
uniform. This arises from the wave number filtering
of rH(x), with a = 0.7.
4. Methodology
In creating our synthetic aftershock sequences, we
utilize: (1) the above 3-D heterogeneous stress model
(SMITH, 2006; SMITH and HEATON, 2010) to define our
failure planes/slip directions, (2) a spatially uniform
far-field stressing rate and a spatially variable stress
change from slip on a geometrically complex fault to
create our stressing history, (3) rate-state seismicity
equations (DIETERICH, 1994; DIETERICH et al., 2003) to
evolve the seismicity rates on these failure planes/slip
directions, given the stressing history, and (4) a ran-
dom number generator to produce synthetic failures,
assuming the earthquakes are a Poissonian process
with spatially and temporally varying seismicity
rates.
We are not aiming to delineate precise aftershock
behavior, nor do we claim to know stress heteroge-
neity exactly. Instead, our goal is to demonstrate a
general effect on aftershock sequences when pre-
existing stress heterogeneity is included; hence, the
parameters (a = 0.7, HR = 2.5) are a reasonable
place to start in creating the initial stress, r0(x). For
all simulations, a deviatoric amplitude of (r1 - r3)/2 =
50 MPa is used for rB, and the exact eigenvector
orientations/relative eigenvalue sizes are selected
a priori at the beginning of the simulation.
Then the outliers of r0(x) are clipped so that the
maximum deviatoric amplitudes are in the range of
granitic rock yield strength (SCHOLZ, 2002). The off-
diagonal components are given a min/max value of
±200 MPa, and the diagonal components are given a
min/max value of 200 ﬃﬃﬃ2p MPa since the original
heterogeneous stress, rH(x), is generated using a







A Coulomb failure criterion is then applied to the
initial heterogeneous stress field, r0(x), to create two
possible failure planes/slip directions at each point in
the 3-D grid. The two possible failure planes are
planes rotated ±h from the most compressive prin-





where l = 0.4. A coefficient of friction slightly less
than 0.6 is used partially because low coefficients of
friction tend to best fit the Coulomb static stress
analysis (REASENBERG and SIMPSON, 1992). Slip
directions on the failure planes lie in the r1, r3 plane
to produce optimal Coulomb failures. We label the
two sets of failure planes/slip directions by the nor-
mal vectors to the planes and by the slip vectors,
(nRL, lRL) for right-lateral mechanisms and (nLL, lLL)
for left-lateral mechanisms.
Even though the total stress will change with time,
any changes are treated as perturbations to the initial
stress, r0(x); hence, (nRL, lRL) and (nLL, lLL) are sta-
tionary in time. The equation for total stress (SMITH,
2006; SMITH and HEATON, 2010) is
r x; tð Þ ¼ r0 xð Þ þ _rT t  t0ð Þ þ DrF xð Þ; ð9Þ
where _rT is the far-field stressing rate from plate-
tectonics, t0 is the time since the mainshock, and
DrF(x) is the static stress change from the mainshock.
Figure 1
This is one realization of heterogeneous shear stress with param-
eters (a = 0.7, HR = 2.5) and max shear stress about 200 MPa.
Wave number filtering with a = 0.7 produces this model of stress
with greater spatial correlation at short distances than at long
distances. Consequently, if one averages over the entire length of
100 km, the mean shear stress is approximately 40 MPa; however,
if one were to average over an asperity, considerably higher mean
shear stresses can be obtained (ELBANNA and HEATON, 2010; SMITH,
2006; SMITH and HEATON, 2010)
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_rT and DrF(x) are treated as perturbations since their
magnitudes are much smaller than the spatially het-
erogeneous initial stress, r0(x), in our simulations.
We now apply a stressing history defined by the
background tectonic stressing rate, _rT ; and the 3-D
static stress change, DrF(x), calculated from Okada’s
equations for slip on a dislocation (OKADA, 1992),
onto this population of failure planes/slip directions
(nRL, lRL) and (nLL, lLL). In turn, this stressing his-
tory resolved onto (nRL, lRL) and (nLL, lLL) can be
used as input for the rate-state earthquake rate
equations from DIETERICH (1994) and DIETERICH
et al. (2003) to update the seismicity rates at every
point in the grid throughout the aftershock period.
When we use Eqs. 2 and 3 in this paper, we set
arn = 0.2 MPa.
To implement Eqs. 2 and 3 to evolve the seis-
micity rates on the pre-existing planes/slip directions,
it is necessary to first set the initial value c0 for each
fault surface/slip direction in the model. We assume a
steady-state condition wherein seismicity rate is
constant. This requires that c0 ¼ 1_Sr; where _Sr ¼ _s
T 
l _rTn is the resolved Coulomb stress rate for tectonic
loading on the failure plane in the specified slip
direction. _rT is resolved into both sets of failure
orientations, (nRL, lRL) and (nLL, lLL), because when
l = 0.4, the two planes at each point form an angle
\ 90 and will not have the same resolved Coulomb
stress rates, _Sr: Generally, _Sr will have different
values at each grid point because the tectonic
stressing rate will not be optimally aligned with the
heterogeneous array of failure plane orientations. To
initialize the system for background seismicity prior
to a main shock, we use only those failure orienta-
tions/slip directions with positive _Sr: Equation 2 can
now be rewritten as
RðtÞ ¼ r c0
cðtÞ: ð10Þ
The change in c due to a static stress change,
DrF(x), at the time of the main shock is given by the
solution to Eq. 3 for a step in stress





where DSF is the Coulomb stress change from DrF(x)
resolved into (nRL, lRL) and (nLL, lLL). The evolution
of c with time following the stress step is given by the
solution to Eq. 3 for a constant stress rate, _Sr;










where ta ¼ arn_Sr is the aftershock duration. In modeling
aftershock sequences, previous studies (DIETERICH,
1994; DIETERICH, 2007; TODA et al., 1998) typically
found values of ta in the range of 2–10 years. The
values c2(t) for the two possible failure planes/slip
directions at each point in the grid can then be used
with Eq. 10 to calculate the time evolution of seis-
micity rate, R, at each point.
Last, to generate the synthetic aftershock catalogs,
we use a random non-stationary Poissonian process
with the seismicity rate, R, to sample the failure
planes/slip directions (nRL, lRL) and (nLL, lLL). To
simulate measurement uncertainty seen in real focal
mechanism data, a random normal noise is added to
the focal mechanisms orientations with a mean
angular spread of 12 to simulate fairly high quality
focal mechanisms, following the procedure of SMITH
(2006) and SMITH and HEATON (2010).
5. Overview of Results
In the following, we present results for synthetic
seismicity with spatially uniform stressing at a con-
stant rate for aftershocks resulting from spatially
uniform static stress changes and aftershocks result-
ing from spatially variable static stress changes from
slip on a finite, geometrically complex fault. Three
principal stress orientations are involved: (1) The
orientation for the spatially uniform, rB, (2) the ori-
entation of the far-field tectonic stressing rate, _rT ;
and (3) the orientation of the spatial mean of the static
stress change defined in a region, DrF xð Þ; from the
main shock. For the case of a spatially uniform static
stress change, DrF (see Figs. 3, 4, and 5), _rT is
aligned with rB, but DrF is misaligned. The mis-
alignment of DrF is used to test for possible biasing
effects in the rotation of the inferred maximum hor-
izontal compressive stress, rH, from stress inversions.
All stress inversions are done using a bootstrapping
technique with Andy Michael’s program ‘‘slick’’
(MICHAEL, 1984, 1987). When slip on a finite fault is
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used to create the mainshock static stress change, the
misalignment of DrF(x) is spatially variable.
6. Background Seismicity at Constant Stressing Rate
The first model we examine is that of steady-state
seismicity at a constant stressing rate (Fig. 2). In this
model, the heterogeneous stress field, r0(x), has a
spatial mean with the most compressive stress, r1,
oriented N–S and the least compressive stress, r3,
oriented E-W. The heterogeneity parameters used are
(a = 0.7, HR = 2.5), and the deviatoric stress
amplitude is 50 MPa. The heterogeneous population
of faults, optimally oriented for initial stress, r0(x),
and coefficient of friction, l = 0.4, is subjected to a
homogeneous stressing rate, _rT ; of amplitude
0.02 MPa/year. _rT has a maximum compressive
principal stressing rate, _r1; aligned with
(Az. = N45E, d = 0) and a least compressive
principal stressing rate, _r3; aligned with
(Az. = N45W, d = 0).
Figure 2a illustrates focal mechanisms that would
arise from a spatially uniform sample of the failure
planes/slip directions in the 3-D grid. The sampled
failure planes/slip directions reflect the spatially het-
erogeneous initial stress, r0(x), which has a spatial
mean &rB. Since we allow for both right-lateral and
left-lateral failures with l = 0.4, we have clusters of
P–T axes on either side of the rB orientation; how-
ever, the orientation heterogeneity is large enough to
smear together the two clusters so it appears that the
average P axis is aligned with most compressive
principal stress, r1, for r
B and the average T axis is
aligned with the least compressive principal stress,
r3, for r
B.
Figure 2b shows the seismicity and focal mecha-
nisms generated by the model in response to a
stressing rate, _rT ; resolved onto the failure planes/slip
directions from r0(x) with spatial mean &rB;
namely, _rT is resolved onto failure planes/slip
directions defined by (nRL, lRL) and (nLL, lLL) to cal-
culate the background Coulomb stressing rate, _Sr; on
the two possible failure planes/slip directions at each
Figure 2
In a, a uniform random sampling of the heterogeneous stress field, r0(x), with its associated optimally oriented failures, produces the synthetic
seismicity. In b, a spatially homogeneous stress rate _rT is applied at 45 relative to rB. Note that the stereographic projections of _rT ¼
0:02 MPa=year and rB = 50 MPa are not to scale. They simply show the orientation of the maximum and minimum compressive principal
stresses. Seismicity is generated as a random Poissonian process, where the seismicity rate at each point in the grid is governed by the resolved
Coulomb stressing history on heterogeneous failure planes/slip directions through the rate-state seismicity equations. The resultant inferred rH
from a stress inversion of focal mechanism is rotated approximately 20 relative to the same quantities in a. This bias toward the stressing rate
reproduces an effect described by SMITH (2006) and SMITH and HEATON (2010). Our calculation, however, uses rate-state seismicity equations
and Coulomb stress, as opposed to a plastic failure criterion
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grid point. From Eq. 10, the relative seismicity rates
are / _Sr; producing spatial variability in the back-
ground seismicity rate. Last, events are assumed to be
random Poissonian processes non-stationary seis-
micity rates; hence, each potential failure plane/slip
direction, with positive _Sr; provides a possible source
of seismicity governed by its associated seismicity
rate. Using an exponential random number generator
to produce failure times for each potential seismicity
source, we plot *the first 1,000 events. This creates
focal mechanism P–T axes in Fig. 2b rotated
approximately 20 away from rB, toward the stress-
ing rate, _rT : The rotation is purely a result of biased
sampling of the failure planes that are oriented
toward the optimal direction for the stressing rate, _rT ;
rather than initial stress, r0(x). We employ Coulomb
stress and rate-state seismicity equations to generate
seismicity and reproduce the interseismic biasing
effect found by SMITH (2006) and SMITH and HEATON
(2010) who used a plastic failure criterion.
7. Spatially Uniform Static Stress Change, DrF
We next examine a simple model with a spatially
uniform static stress, DrF, of deviatoric amplitude,
2 MPa. Again, the stress heterogeneity parameters
are (a = 0.7, HR = 2.5) for r0(x). rB has a 50 MPa
deviatoric stress amplitude, and _rT has a 0.02 MPa/
year deviatoric stress amplitude. The principal axes
of the stress parameters rB and _rT are co-axially
aligned with a r1 direction (Az. = N45E, d = 0)
and a r3 direction (Az. = N45W, d = 0); however,
the orientation of DrF is varied with respect to the
other stresses, which permits explicit tests for rotation
of rH from stress inversions of focal mechanisms.
In Fig. 3, we simulate a series of models, using
various differential angles between DrF and rB.
Using Eqs. 10, 11, and 12, aftershock seismicity rates
are evaluated at the same time shortly following the
stress step (10-3 ta), which would be a few days to a
week for a typical aftershock sequence. Events arise
when we randomly generate a set of failure times
based on the spatially varying seismicity rates, extract
events with failure times B10-3 ta, and plot P–T axes
for 1,000 of these events with times B10-3 ta. A
stress inversion is then applied to this aftershock
seismicity for each differential angle between DrF
and rB to compute the inferred orientation of the
maximum horizontal compressive stress, rH. The P–T
plots show samples of this synthetic seismicity for
varying differential angles, where the open diamonds
are the inferred rH orientations for the background
seismicity given the rB and _rT orientations, and the
black circles are the inferred rH orientations one
would obtain from aftershock focal mechanisms at
t = 10-3 ta; hence, any angular difference between
the black circles and open diamonds indicates a
rotation of the inferred rH. Below the P–T plots are
two lines, a solid line representing the rotation of
inferred rH from stress inversions of aftershock
seismicity, which we call an ‘‘apparent’’ rotation, and
a dashed line that represents the ‘‘true’’ rotation one
would expect from the summation of stress,
rB ? DrF.
We find major differences between the true stress
rotation and the apparent stress rotation from focal
mechanism inversions. While the maximum true
stress rotation due to the stress step is \2, the
maximum apparent rotation from focal mechanisms is
[30. This large apparent rotation occurs because the
change in seismicity rate depends exponentially on
the change in stress from Eq. 11. Consequently,
planes that are toward the optimal orientation for DrF
experience a much greater increase in seismicity than
unfavorably oriented planes.
SMITH (2006) and SMITH and HEATON (2010)
showed that biasing of stress orientations, as
determined from stress inversions of focal mecha-
nisms, depends on the value of HR up to some
limit, HR & 10. If HR = 0.0, there is no biasing
due to stress heterogeneity, and as HR increases,
the biasing of inferred stress orientations also
increases. Therefore, if HR = 0.0 in our aftershock
simulations, there should be no biasing, and the
maximum apparent rotation should be close to zero.
(Remember that in our end-member simulations, all
changes in rH and b are due entirely to changes in
the biased sampling of pre-set failure planes/slip
directions plus minimal measurement error. There
is no updating of the pre-set failure planes/slip
directions due to true stress changes.) Then as HR
increases, we would expect the maximum apparent
rotation to also increase.
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In Figs. 4 and 5, we now explore the time evo-
lution of aftershock seismicity for our model with a
spatially uniform stress step, DrF, by setting the
angle between DrF and rB to 45, and using rate-state
seismicity equations to evaluate seismicity rates at
different times. The seismicity rate, normalized by
the background seismicity rate is plotted as a function
of time in Fig. 4. It shows approximately Omori law
behavior, with a slope of 1/tp, where p & 0.9. Above
the seismicity rate are plots of P–T axes from syn-
thetic mechanisms and inferred rH orientations as a
function of time. The rotated focal mechanism solu-
tions produce an initial jump in the inferred rH
orientation immediately after the applied static stress
change, DrF, as seen by the angular difference
between the open diamonds and black circles. Again
the open diamonds represent the inferred rH orien-
tation of background seismicity, and the black circles
represent the inferred rH orientations from stress
inversions of aftershocks. The angular difference
between the open diamonds and black circles visually
demonstrates the ‘‘apparent’’ rotation of rH. With
time, the rH ‘‘apparent’’ rotation decays as rH returns
to the reference orientation seen for background
seismicity. The ‘‘apparent’’ rotation of rH, with a
decay back to its original value, is explicitly plotted
in Fig. 5 along with temporal changes in the mean
misfit angle, b. In Fig. 5, b initially decreases as
biasing effects kick in and then increases in time.
8. Spatially Variable Static Stress Change, DrF(x),
Through Slip on Finite Faults
We model aftershock patterns that might be
expected from 10 m uniform slip on finite faults and
their associated spatially nonuniform static stress
changes, DrF(x). The finite faults run 100 km long in
the x direction and 20 km deep in the z direction,
where the dimensions of the simulation space is
Figure 3
Plot of ‘‘apparent’’ rotation of the maximum horizontal compressive stress, rH, from inversions of synthetic aftershock seismicity versus
expected ‘‘true’’ rotation from the static stress change, DrF. rB represents the approximate spatial mean of the initial stress field, and DrF
represents the static stress change. The principal axes of the stressing rate, _rT ; are aligned with those of rB. In this example, DrF is spatially
uniform. Using the stress parameters described in the text, aftershock seismicity is evaluated at the same time, 10-3 ta, for various r
B and DrF
angular differences. The ‘‘true’’ rotation of the stress field is plotted with the dashed line, and the ‘‘apparent’’ rotation of the maximum
horizontal compressive stress, rH, from stress inversions of aftershock focal mechanisms is drawn with the solid line. Plots of synthetic
aftershock P–T axes are plotted above the solid line where the black circles show the orientation of inferred rH for this data, and the open
diamonds show the background seismicity rH orientation; hence, the angular difference between the circles and diamonds also show the
‘‘apparent’’ rotation of rH. The ‘‘apparent’’ rotation is considerably larger than the ‘‘true’’ rotation at every point
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200 km 9 100 km 9 50 km, with 1 km resolution.
We use both a planar fault and a single geometrically
complex fault with fractal-like topography. The
geometrically complex fault used in the simulations
has surface roughness amplitude that goes as Ampli-
tude  BlH, as used in DIETERICH and SMITH (2009).
Figure 4
Evolution of seismicity and focal mechanisms with time following a stress step. Same experimental set-up as in Fig. 3, only the angular
difference between rB and DrF is fixed to 45. Plots of the focal mechanism P–T axes show snapshots of the aftershocks at different times.
Open diamonds show the inferred rH orientation for the background seismicity, and the black circles show the inferred rH orientation from a
stress inversion of the aftershocks at each time. There is an initial step rotation of rH at the onset of the spatially uniform stress step and then a
decay as time progress. The seismicity rate, normalized by the background seismicity, has approximately Omori law-like behavior one would
expect from rate-state controlled processes. Note that the stereographic projections of _rT ¼ 0:02 MPa=year, rB = 50 MPa, and
DrF = 2 MPa are not to scale
Figure 5
Rotation of rH and change in the mean misfit angle, b, from focal mechanism solutions using the synthetic seismicity from Fig. 4. The rotation
of rH decays rapidly at first; hence, estimates of rH from stress inversions might only measure a 10–15 rotation at the onset of the step stress
change rather than the 27 rotation shown. The mean misfit angle, b, decreases at first, then increases, the opposite of what is seen in real data;
however, the stress change applied for these figures is spatially uniform
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In this case, the exponent H is set to 1.0, which gives
a self-similar roughness, and the rms slope has been
set to B = 0.07. The initial stress, r0(x), again has
stress heterogeneity parameters, (a = 0.7, HR =
2.5), and a spatial mean deviatoric amplitude of
50 MPa. The stressing rate _rT has a 0.02 MPa/year
deviatoric stress amplitude.
The orientations of rB and _rT with respect to the
fault and each other significantly affect the results;
therefore, we carefully choose these orientations for
the simulations. For the planar fault, which serves as
our ‘‘Reference’’ model, rB and _rT have principal
stress axes (Az. = N45E, d = 0) for the r1 direc-
tion and (Az. = N45W, d = 0) for the r3 direction.
For the geometrically complex or ‘‘Rough’’ fault, we
examine three different scenarios. In ‘‘Rough’’ fault
model #1, the principal axes of rB and _rT are the
same as the planar fault, ‘‘Reference’’ model, where
the most compressive principal stress axes for rB and
_rT are at 45 with respect to the overall trend of the
fault. In ‘‘Rough’’ fault model #2, _rT has its maxi-
mum compressive principal direction, _r1; \ to the
fault trend so that _r1 is aligned with (Az. =
N0E, d = 0) and _r3 is aligned with (Az. =
N90E, d = 0). Last, for ‘‘Rough’’ fault model #3,
rB has its maximum compressive principal direction,
r1, \ to the fault trend so that (Az. = N0E, d = 0)
for its maximum compressive principal stress, r1, and
(Az. = N90E, d = 0) for its minimum compressive
principal stress direction, r3.
Figures 6 and 7 show aftershock distributions for
all four finite fault simulations. The top three rows, a,
b, and c, show the instantaneous aftershock spatial
distributions based on seismicity rates at a given
instant in time. Specifically, we use rate-state friction
equations to evaluate the seismicity rates at each
point in the 3-D model region for the specified time.
Then using these instantaneous rates, a random
Poissonian process generates 2,000 events. The bot-
tom row, d, for both Figs. 6 and 7, shows a
normalized cumulative aftershock spatial distribution
at t = 0.1 ta. This is a summation of all the after-
shock seismicity that has occurred up until t = 0.1 ta,
normalized by the background seismicity rate. In a
sense, rows a–c in Figs. 6 and 7 plot the un-normal-
ized probability density functions (PDFs) for
seismicity at different time slices as a function of
space, and row d plots the normalized time integra-
tion of the spatial pdfs until time, t = 0.1 ta.
Aftershocks for slip on the planar fault ‘‘Refer-
ence’’ model versus slip on the ‘‘Rough’’ fault
model #1 are compared in Fig. 6. Again, rB and _rT
have their most compressive principal stress at 45
with respect to the overall fault trend for both the
‘‘Reference’’ model and ‘‘Rough’’ fault model #1.
The instantaneous aftershock seismicity concentrates
initially on the Coulomb stress increase areas then
migrates with time to an approximately spatially
uniform distribution, which is the background seis-
micity spatial distribution in these models.
Interestingly, even for the ‘‘Reference’’ model that
has uniform slip on a planar fault, a few events
occur in the stress shadow zone. This occurs
because the pre-existing spatially heterogeneous
stress field, r0(x), provides sufficient potential fail-
ure orientation heterogeneity that a few planes will
be activated. Induced aftershock seismicity in the
traditional stress shadow zone is even more pro-
nounced for ‘‘Rough’’ fault model #1, especially
near or on the fault trace. Slip on the geometrically
complex fault produces small-scale stress asperities
close to the fault trace, including zones of Coulomb
stress increases that can especially generate after-
shock seismicity.
Figure 7 illustrates the two examples where either
rB or _rT have their most compressive principal stress
axis \ with respect to the overall trend of the fault.
‘‘Rough’’ fault model #2 is shown on the left, where
_rT has its most compressive principal stress rate
oriented \ to the fault. ‘‘Rough’’ fault model #3 is
shown on the right, where rB has its most compres-
sive principal stress oriented \ to the fault. A
significant percentage of the initial aftershock seis-
micity for model #2 occurs in the stress shadow zone,
demonstrating a distinctly different aftershock pattern
from model #1 in Fig. 6 when both rB and _rT are
aligned 45 with respect to the fault. The aftershock
distribution for model #3 in Fig. 7, however, looks
very similar to the spatial distribution seen for model
#1 in Fig. 6. Of interest, model #3, which has after-
shock seismicity more realistic than that seen in
model #2, is similar to some models of the Southern
San Andreas (TOWNEND and ZOBACK, 2004), where the
maximum compressive principal stress direction of
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rB is inferred to be perpendicular to the fault. Again,
as in Fig. 6, there is a migration with time to an
approximately spatially uniform seismicity distribu-
tion, which is the background seismicity distribution
for our models.
Figures 9 and 10 present seismicity rates, rota-
tions of the inferred maximum horizontal
compressive stress, rH, from stress inversions, and
changes in the stress inversion mean misfit angle, b,
for ‘‘Rough’’ fault models #1–#3. To employ the
synthetic data in a way that is similar to what is done
in stress rotation studies, these quantities are plotted
for the entire upper 15 km of the modeled region and
for a subsection close to the fault trace (see Fig. 8).
Figure 6
Aftershock seismicity for 10 m uniform slip on a planar fault and 10 m uniform slip on a geometrically complex fault. _rT and rB orientated
45 with respect to the overall fault trend in both models. Note that the stereographic projections of _rT ¼ 0:02 MPa=year and rB = 50 MPa
are not to scale. The color scale goes from ±5 MPa, and the Coulomb stress change is calculated for planes parallel to the planar fault. For
each panel in a, b, and c, seismicity rates are evaluated at the specified time. Then 2,000 random events are generated using a non-stationary
random Poissonian process with the instantaneous seismicity rates. The panels in d show a normalized cumulative aftershock seismicity for
t = 0.1 ta. The heterogeneous failure plane population enables the ‘‘Reference’’ model, with uniform slip on a planar fault, to experience a
few failures in the stress shadow zone. Stress asperities from slip on the geometrically complex fault, in ‘‘Rough’’ model #1, create aftershock
seismicity directly on or near the fault trace. Last, seismicity initially concentrates near the Coulomb stress increase areas and eventually
becomes spatially uniform as the system transitions to the background seismicity state
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Seismicity rates and the behavior of aftershock
seismicity as a function of time are shown in Fig. 9.
The seismicity rates, normalized by the background
rate for the upper 15 km of the modeled region,
approximately follow Omori law, 1/tp, where
p & 0.87 for the upper 15 km (dashed line) and
p & 0.87 for the subsection (solid line). For the
subsection, especially models #1 and #3, the seis-
micity rate bottoms out at ta with a value significantly
below its normalized background rate of &0.09.
(Note that the background rate for the subsection will
be less than 1.0 since the subsection represents a
fraction of the upper 15 km.) Eventually, the seis-
micity rate for the subsection climbs back up for large
times, at approximately t ¼ DSF_Sr : This effect has been
seen before with models that use rate-state equations
when the static stress change is in the opposite
direction of the stressing rate (SCHAFF et al., 1998);
hence, the static stress change temporarily suppresses
the seismicity rate.
Figure 7
Similar to Fig. 6, only this time either rB or _rT have their maximum compressive principal stress \ with respect to the major fault trend. For
‘‘Rough’’ fault model #2, the principal compressive axis of _rT is \ to the overall fault trend, and for ‘‘Rough’’ fault model #3, the principal
compressive axis of rB is \ to the overall trend of the fault. The aftershock seismicity distribution for model #2 has a large percentage of its
seismicity in the stress shadow region; whereas, the aftershock seismicity for model #3 looks fairly similar to model #1 in Fig. 6, where both
rB and _rT are aligned at 45 with respect to the fault
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The P–T plots in Fig. 9 represent instantaneous
aftershock seismicity from the subsection at different
snapshots in time. The open diamonds represent the
inferred rH orientation from stress inversions of
background seismicity, and the solid circles represent
the inferred rH orientation from stress inversions of
aftershock seismicity; therefore, the angular differ-
ences between the diamonds and circles represent
rotations of the inferred rH for the subsection. When
rB and _rT have their most compressive principal
stress oriented 45 with respect to the fault, as in
‘‘Rough’’ fault model #1, there is little to no rotation
of rH. Any misalignment between the open diamonds
and black circles may be simply due to random
processes such as the random sampling of the failure
planes to create the seismicity or the statistical noise
that is added to the failure orientations. When rB or
_rT have their maximum compressive principal stress
axis \ with respect to the major fault trend, as in
model #2 and model #3, there is a greater rotation of
rH from stress inversions of the aftershock seismicity.
Model #2, which had a larger percentage of the
aftershock seismicity in the stress shadow zone,
especially experiences a rotation of rH.
In Fig. 10, the rH rotations and changes of b from
stress inversions of aftershock seismicity are plotted
for our three ‘‘Rough’’ fault models. The rotation of
rH for the subsection (solid line) can range from\5
for rB and _rT oriented 45 with respect to the fault
(model #1) to almost 35 when _rT has its maximum
compressive principal stress direction \ to the fault
(model #2). Increases in the mean misfit angle, b, for
the subsection (solid line) can range from 5 to over
17, depending on the relative orientations of the
background stress, rB, and the tectonic stressing rate,
_rT : Rotations of rH and increases of b are usually
smaller and have shorter decay times when calculated
for the entire upper 15 km of the model region as
shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 10.
9. Conclusions
A version of DIETERICH (1994) rate-state formu-
lation for seismicity rates is combined with models of
3-D spatially heterogeneous stress to create a mod-
eling environment for studying aftershock sequences.
We assume that faults in a region represent fixed
sources of seismicity, oriented favorably with respect
to the local stresses. A spatially uniform tectonic
stressing rate, _rT ; and a 3-D static stress change, DrF,
are resolved onto the right-lateral and left-lateral
‘‘potential’’ failure planes/slip directions at every grid
point to define a reference Coulomb stressing rate, _Sr;
and Coulomb stress change, DSF. The Coulomb
stressing history, _Sr and DS
F, drives the seismicity
rate as a function of time at each point through rate-
state seismicity equations (DIETERICH, 1994; DIETE-
RICH et al., 2003). Each ‘‘potential’’ failure plane/slip
direction, with its associated seismicity rate, is
assumed to be a Poissonion source of seismicity with
non-stationary rate; hence, there is some random
probability that each ‘‘potential’’ failure plane/slip
direction, with positive _Sr; will fail within a pre-
scribed time and produce a synthetic focal
mechanism for the catalog.
This model captures in a unified manner several
aftershock features. For two of the three rough fault
simulations, there is initial clustering of aftershocks
in the Coulomb stress increase areas with a temporal
migration back to a spatially uniform seismicity.
Seismicity rates for all three models decay with
approximately Omori law behavior. Aftershocks also
occur in the traditionally Coulomb stress shadow
regions. This occurs for two reasons: (1) The heter-
ogeneous ‘‘potential’’ failure planes/slip directions,
defined from the initial stress, engender a sufficient
variation in resolved Coulomb stress for a few points
to fail in the traditional Coulomb stress shadow zone.
(2) Slip on geometrically complex faults produces
small Coulomb stress increase asperities within the
Figure 8
The subsection of the model region used for creating the P–T plots
in Fig. 9 and the solid lines in Figs. 9 and 10. It is intended to
capture seismicity close to or on top of the fault trace similar to
aftershock studies
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Figure 9
Plots of normalized seismicity rates, P–T axes, and inferred rH orientations for aftershock seismicity. Note that the stereographic projections
of _rT ¼ 0:02 MPa=year and rB = 50 MPa are not to scale. In model #1, rB and _rT are both oriented at 45 with respect to the overall fault
trend. In model #2, _rT has its maximum compressive axis\ to the fault trace, and in model #3, rB has its maximum compressive axis\ to the
fault trace. Dashed lines represent seismicity rates calculated for the entire upper 15 km of the model region, and solid lines represent
seismicity rates calculated for the near fault subsection shown in Fig. 8. P–T plots show snapshots of focal mechanisms generated by
aftershock seismicity in the subsection, and the angular difference between the open diamonds and the black circles shows the rotation of
inferred rH from stress inversions. Seismicity rates for both the subsection and entire model region for models #1 through #3 show Omori law-
like, 1/tp behavior with p & 0.87; however, the rate for the subsection overshoots its background rate then climbs back up at long times. The
smallest rotation of inferred rH occurs when r
B and _rT are both oriented 45 with respect to the fault in model #1, and the largest inferred
rotation occurs when _rT has its maximum compressive stress axis \ to the fault as in model #2
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overall Coulomb stress shadow zone. These asperities
occur close to and on the fault; hence, they concen-
trate aftershock seismicity along the fault trace. Both
of these mechanisms may affect real aftershock
sequences, and they may help explain why Coulomb
static stress change analysis only partially correlates
with aftershock seismicity.
This model also shows that synthetic focal
mechanisms can produce large ‘‘apparent’’ rotations
of the maximum horizontal compressive stress, rH,
when a static stress change, DrF, is applied to a
spatially heterogeneous stress field. For a 2 MPa
spatially uniform stress change, DrF, and an initial
stress field, r0(x), with a 50 MPa spatial mean and
Figure 10
Rotations of inferred rH on the left as a function of time and evolution of b as a function of time on the right for the ‘‘Rough’’ fault models.
Results are based on stress inversions of the synthetic aftershock focal mechanisms for different specified times. The solid lines represent
seismicity from the subsection, and the dashed lines represent seismicity for the upper 15 km of the model region. Seismicity for the entire
upper 15 km tends to have smaller changes in rH and b and much shorter decay times. Rotations of rH can range from less than 5 to almost
35. Increases in b can range from 5 to over 17 for the three scenarios shown
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stress heterogeneity parameters (a = 0.7, HR = 2.5),
the model can produce an ‘‘apparent’’ rotation of rH
anywhere from 4–33, depending on the relative
angle between DrF and rB. The expected ‘‘true’’
rotation of rH from the summation, r
B ? DrF, is less
than 2, much smaller than the ‘‘apparent’’ rotation of
rB calculated from stress inversions of synthetic af-
tershocks. Models of uniform slip on geometrically
complex faults can also produce significant ‘‘appar-
ent’’ rotations of inferred rH from inversions of
synthetic aftershock focal mechanisms. At the same
time, slip on these ‘‘rough’’ faults can create after-
shock focal mechanisms that boost the stress
inversion mean misfit angle parameter, b, anywhere
from 5 to over 17, yielding an ‘‘apparent’’ increase
in the stress heterogeneity. These effects, rotations of
inferred rH and increases in b, arise from the same
highly nonlinear response of seismicity to a stress
step that generates bursts of seismicity following
stress perturbations that follow Omori’s aftershock
decay law. In a heterogeneous system with different
fault plane orientations (reflecting heterogeneity of
the initial stress), the nonlinear response of seismicity
means that failure orientations favorably aligned
toward the stress change will have a greater increase
of seismicity than less favorably aligned orientations.
Consequently, the seismicity following a stress
change provides a sample of the fault planes and their
associated slip directions, where the sample is biased
in favor of failures aligned toward the optimal ori-
entation for the stress perturbation.
These results indicate one cannot directly use
rotations of rH from stress inversions of aftershock
seismicity to estimate the magnitude and orientations
of stress in the Earth’s crust. Additionally, these
results indicate one must be careful when interpreting
temporal changes in b during aftershock sequences to
study the time variation of stress heterogeneity. In our
model of aftershocks, we can create a significant
increase and subsequent decay of the mean misfit
angle parameter, b, by updating as a function of time
the ensemble of seismicity rates on temporally sta-
tionary failure orientations, rather than through ‘‘true’’
changes in stress; in other words, we can modify b as a
function of time through biasing effects alone. For
several aftershock sequences, an increase in the
parameter b immediately after the mainshock has
been observed, followed by a temporal decay (WO-
ESSNER, 2005). While similar to our synthetic results,
the aftershock data typically demonstrates b varia-
tions with an amplitude at least double what we
produce for the synthetic aftershock sequences in this
paper. Undoubtedly, stress heterogeneity evolves due
to the mainshock and during the aftershock sequence;
hence, the safest conclusion is that changes in b may
need to be interpreted as a combination of both ‘‘true’’
changes in stress heterogeneity and biasing effects.
Understanding to what degree rotations of
observed rH from stress inversions are due to
‘‘apparent’’ versus ‘‘true’’ rotations could be impor-
tant in resolving conflicting observations of crustal
stress. Studies of aftershock seismicity have assumed
that rotations of inferred rH from aftershock stress
inversions reflect a ‘‘true’’ rotation of the spatially
homogeneous component of the total stress field and
can be used to estimate the crustal stress (HARDEBECK,
2001; HARDEBECK and HAUKSSON, 2000, 2001; HAU-
KSSON, 1994; PROVOST and HOUSTON, 2003;
RATCHKOVSKI, 2003; WOESSNER, 2005); therefore, if
the static stress change due to the main shock is
relatively small and changes in inferred rH are ‘‘true’’
rotations, then a low average crustal stress over the
region, sometimes\10 MPa, is necessary. Yet, other
measurements of crustal strength, such as borehole
breakouts, can estimate considerably larger crustal
stress of the order C80 MPa (HICKMAN and ZOBACK,
2004; TOWNEND and ZOBACK, 2000, 2004; ZOBACK and
TOWNEND, 2001; ZOBACK et al., 1993).
In this paper, we demonstrate one potential solution
to the reported crustal stress discrepancy by examining
‘‘apparent’’ rotations of rH that naturally arise from
stress inversions in a spatially heterogeneous stress
field. Our simulations show that significant ‘‘apparent’’
rotations of inferred rH can be created using moderate
crustal strengths of 50 MPa; hence, one cannot defin-
itively conclude weak crustal strengths of \10 MPa
from rotations of rH, where rH is inferred from stress
inversions of aftershock seismicity.
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